
 
- How many fixed speed cameras (not including motorway type average speed systems) does WYP 
operate? 
 
West Yorkshire Casualty Prevention Partnership currently have 392 fixed speed enforcement camera 
sites across the force area where enforcement may take place. 
 
- How many mobile speed cameras does WYP operate? 
 
West Yorkshire Casualty Prevention Partnership currently has 4 mobile speed enforcement cameras. 
 
The partnership enforces speed limits at pre authorised sites using fixed and mobile speed cameras on 
behalf of West Yorkshire Police. These ‘high risk’ sites are currently pre authorised on the basis of traffic 
flow and casualty data by Local Authorities. The Partnership does not enforce anywhere other than at 
these locations.   
 
District Police Officers can enforce outside these locations using speed detection equipment, subject to 
local resourcing commitments and operational priorities.   
 
- What type of equipment (i.e. brand & model) of mobile speed cameras (aka: 'speed guns') do the WYP 
operate? (e.g. 'UltraLyte', 'TruSpeed', 'TruCam II', 'TruCam SE' & 'Concept' systems as sold by Tele-
Traffic-UK) 
 
West Yorkshire Casualty Prevention Partnership currently uses the Truvelo laser witness lite (Pro-Laser 
3) mobile enforcement camera. Roads Policing Officers and district staff have access to hand held 
Truvelo Pro-laser 4 Laser Witness Lite devices. 
 
- Does the operator of a WYP mobile speed camera have to be a qualified Police Officer? 
 
No – West Yorkshire Casualty Prevention Partnership mobile operators are police staff authorised by the 
Chief Constable . 
 
- Does the operator of a WYP mobile speed camera have to be on the WYP police payrol? 
 
Yes.  
 
- What are the specific qualifications or training certifications of the mobile speed camera operator which 
make them suitable for the task? 
 
All Partnership mobile enforcement operators are trained and certified by the manufacturer of the 
equipment. 
 
- How many Notice of Intended Prosecutions (NIPs) were sent to speeding drivers in the WYP 
catchment area in 2017? 
 
171,264 (speed cameras only) 
 
- How many Notice of Intended Prosecutions (NIPs) were sent to speeding drivers in the WYP 
catchment area in 2018? 
 
179,715 (speed cameras only) 
 
- What percentage of NIPs resulted in speed awareness courses versus those with actual license points 
and/or fines in 2017? 
 
Paid Fine/ Licence Endorsed 25.36% 
Prosecuted 13.38%  
Retraining Course Attended and Completed 45.54% 



 
(speed cameras only) 
 
- What percentage of NIPs resulted in speed awareness courses versus those with actual license points 
and/or fines in 2018? 
 
Paid Fine / Licence Endorsed 25.19% 
Prosecuted 14.87% 
Retraining Course Attended and Completed 40.91% 
 
(speed cameras only)  
 
- What was the gross WYP income from speeding fines in 2017? 
- What was the gross WYP income from speeding fines in 2018? 
 
For speed camera offences, eligible drivers are offered a speed awareness course as an alternative to a 
conditional offer (fine and 3 points) or the option of going to court. Drivers who accept this course option 
pay the course fee which covers the cost of the course delivery and the cost of administration associated 
with camera operations undertaken by West Yorkshire Casualty Reduction Partnership. Any operating 
surplus is reinvested in road safety activity by the West Yorkshire Casualty Reduction Partnership. West 
Yorkshire Police receives no additional proceeds from course referrals beyond cost recovery undertaken 
in accordance with the national cost recovery arrangements.  
 
In cases where drivers accept either a conditional offer or are found guilty at court, any fine imposed is 
paid to Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunal Service (HMCTS) and passes directly to HM Treasury. No fine 
monies pass directly back to the Police or Partnership. 
 
 
- Are local Speed Awareness Partnerships (i.e. groups of locals who group together to specifically tackle 
speeding in their village or town) officially recognised by WYP? 
- How many local Speed Awareness Partnerships is NYP engaged with? 
 
Preventing road collision casualties is a policing priority for West Yorkshire police and local 
Neighbourhood Policing Teams work alongside the Partnership, Highways, local groups and residents to 
address speeding at identified locations. ‘Speed Awareness Partnerships’ is not a recognised term 
however local police do work with local residents groups and Parish Councils to address local issues 
such as speeding though initiatives such as community speed watch. The use of Casualty Prevention 
Partnership static or mobile speed enforcement must meet strict criteria based on data around fatal or 
serious road traffic collisions. Local community concerns for issues which do not meet this criteria are a 
matter for discussion with the local Neighbourhood Policing Team. 
 
- If suitably qualified to operate the device, is there any legislation or law prohibiting a member of the 
public from operating a Speed Camera (such as the models listed above in question 3) on public roads? 
 
Members of the public can attend locations in company with local police officers or PCSO’s to assist with 
the operating of the speed enforcement equipment however only police officers or staff who have been 
granted delegated authority by the chief constable can use the equipment for prosecution purposes. This 
is because these people are acting on behalf of the chief constable as the ‘enforcement body’ for the 
force area. If local groups in company with PCSO’s or Special constables carry out what we call ‘speed 
watch’, then warning letters can be sent to drivers or data can be collected to see if there is an issue 
relating to speed which may be addressed by the local highways department or, if it meets the strict 
criteria for speed enforcement is suitable for static or mobile enforcement by the Partnership. Members 
of the public cannot use the equipment for prosecutions as they do not work for the enforcement body 
(West Yorkshire Police) and have no power in law.  
 
- Is there an official mechanism/process by which WYP accept locally gathered evidence from a village 
Speed Awareness Partnership team, and actively pursue motorists for prosecution? 
 



No. There is no mechanism for such locally gathered evidence to be used as prima facie evidence in a 
prosecution case for speeding offences without the direct involvement of the police as the enforcement 
body in the collection of that evidence. The official mechanism for local groups to deal with speeding 
motorists is to bring their concerns to the notice of their local Neighbourhood policing teams and to work 
with those officers and the LA Highways Team to try and reduce speeding through visible presence and 
local speed watch activities and/or by the Highway’s department introducing some engineering changes 
to deal with the problem. The deployment of Casualty Prevention Partnership static and mobile speed 
enforcement camera is a last resort and not the first line of action and can only take place where the 
evidence bases meets the required threshold. 
 
- If the answer to question '17' above is 'No', is there any legislation or law prohibiting the partnership 
between non-police locals and WYP with the specific intention of bringing about speeding prosecutions? 
 
There is nothing to prevent Partnership working in law however successful prosecution would rely on 
evidence of the speeding being gathered by either an officer, or using an approved device (camera) 
operated by an authorised member of police staff. Local residents could be present and support the 
visibility of speed enforcement operations but the pursuit of prosecutions requires the presence of a 
representative of the police as the enforcement body at the point of offence capture. 
 
- Who is the most suitable WYP senior ranking officer to speak to regarding speed cameras, speeding in 
local villages and the setup of Speed Awareness Partnerships? 
 
Local Neighbourhood Policing Team Inspectors for the area concerned are the most appropriate point of 
contact in the first instance. 
 
 
 
 


